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The Symbol Isis Scanner Project

In 1996, the Company embarked on an ambitious research project to design an integrated hands
free/hand held omni-directional scanner to satisfy a tangible market need. Historically, hands free
scanning was accomplished at the expense of hand held comfort.  Presentation scanners were,
by necessity, rather large in order to accommodate the omni-directional scanning technology they
housed. Our competitors market devices intended to serve as combination hand held/hands free
scanners, yet these products still fail to address true ergonomics. Drawbacks such as top heavy
design, poor performance and orientation adjustments are typical. Extensive assessments of our
customers’ current operations, product experience, current bar code environments, and
technology were conducted via interviews and first-hand observations.

The conclusions borne of this research directed our efforts to develop ISIS, a high performing
laser scanner that successfully speaks to the desires of the market.  Users told us this device
must embody the best of both hand held and hands free technology, without sacrificing
performance or price.  Our research determined that users prefer a Hand-held shape with built-in
stand. They insist on simplicity of operation while simultaneously demanding optimal scanning
performance.  ISIS satisfies these desires without compromise.

Exploiting the latest technological achievement in compact omni-direction scanning, Symbol’s
designers delivered a device capable of producing a single scan line (for bar coded menus), 2D
Raster scan pattern (for 2D Portable Data Files (PDF)), and omni-directional scanning (for high
through-put POS applications). This attractive, ergonomically sculptured form feels well balanced
when in hand and the familiar two-finger trigger further communicates the gun shape so preferred
by this market.  Now there is a device that can be as easily used in hands free mode, as it is
comfortably used in hand held mode, with suitable scan patterns required for each mode of
operation. Switching to hands free operation is a snap, due to the built-in stand.  It removes
stand-insertion difficulties and drives efficiency at checkout by providing higher throughput.
Simply put it down and you are in hands free mode.  Pick it up: and you are in hand held mode.
The unit is also capable of automatic scan pattern adjustment.  Program the unit for the scan
patterns that best fit your application for both hand-held and hands- free use.  A manual control
easily switches among the three scan patterns for superior flexibility.

A single scan beam exit window, recessed for long lasting protection, is perfectly positioned to
capture barcodes in any mode of operation.  There is no need to reposition the device when
changing between scan patterns, which is typical of other products in this class.  In fact, some
competing products do not provide single scan line operation, which is an important design
feature.

The ability to effortlessly switch from a single scan line to raster to omni-directional pattern and
back again, without reorientation of the scanner, awkward hand movements or reprogramming
makes ISIS the premier hand-held and hands-free scanner for a variety of applications.


